Milan Fashion Campus was established by Angelo Russica. Milan Fashion Campus was founded to give students practical skills and knowledge of fashion in order to be prepared to launch successful careers. The fashion school's main objective is to expose students from all over the world to fashion from a Milanese professional perspective. There are many renowned schools around the world that teach students the fashion trade, but fail to prepare them for working in the actual fashion industry. The lack of “real world experience” often results in students finding themselves struggling to find work, despite having invested both time and money in their studies.

This is why Milan Fashion Campus focuses on short term courses allowing students to experience the real working world without spending excessive amounts of time and money.
The Fashion Master combines 3/4 different fashion design and fashion styling course to make sure you can achieve your goals in the fastest amount of time as possible. Choose the combination that better suits your needs.

DISCOVER MORE

**FASHION MASTER - DESIGN**

**Combination 1**

- *The most Complete Professional Program*
- *To become a Fashion Stylist - Fashion Cool Hunter - Fashion Designer*

  - Fashion Styling
    - 3 weeks Women Fashion Styling
    - 1 week Fashion Shooting

  - Fashion Design Forecasting Collection Design - Portfolio
    - 2 weeks Fashion Trend Forecasting
    - 4 weeks Fashion Design
    - 4 weeks Collection Design
    - 2 weeks Portfolio

  - Master Course Duration 4 Month

**Combination 2**

- *To become a Professional Fashion Cool Hunter - Fashion Designer*

  - Fashion Design Forecasting Collection Design - Portfolio
    - 2 weeks Fashion Trend Forecasting
    - 4 weeks Fashion Design
    - 4 weeks Collection Design
    - 2 weeks Portfolio

  - Master Course Duration 3 Month
Women’s Wear Design

In this course you will learn how to design women’s garments starting from the sketch to the final illustration, both by hand and using Photoshop. You will also learn how to prepare technical drawings using Illustrator.

Men’s Wear Design

In this course you will learn how to design men’s garments from start to finish. You will have the chance to be inspired by Italian fashion. In Milan some of the best Men’s Wear collections are presented every year.
Wedding Dress Design

The Bridal Design Course is not only dedicated for those who want to learn how to design modern Italian Style Wedding Dresses, but also for those who want to improve his professional skills.

Lingerie & Swimwear Design

Learn how to develop a lingerie or swimwear collection starting from the fabrics to the final illustrations. You will learn how to hand draw, color using Photoshop and make professional technical drawings with Illustrator.
Accessory Design

The Accessory Design Course will allow students to learn how to design handbags and shoes based on their own creativity as well as keeping the practical use of the item. This course will allow you to approach the world of Handbag & Shoe Design in a professional manner - designing paying attention to construction and materials targeting a certain type of market.
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Collection Design

Learn how to develop a fashion collection starting from the moodboard, selecting fabrics, sketching, preparing the final illustration and technical drawings. You will learn to sketch by hand, making illustrations on Photoshop and flat drawings on Illustrator. Everything you need to know to start your own collection or work for other fashion brands!

DISCOVER MORE
Photoshop & Illustrator

Photoshop and Illustrator are two graphic softwares that are widely used in the fashion industry. This course is suitable both for beginners and for professionals who need to update their skills.

Trend Forecasting

The Fashion Trend Forecasting Course will allow students to learn how to plan a product in relation to current trends. From the colour to the fabric to the silhouettes and the target concepts in relation to the fashion trends.
Fashion Styling Courses
The Fashion Master combines 3/4 different fashion design and fashion styling course to make sure you can achieve your goals in the fastest amount of time as possible. Choose the combination that better suits your needs.

**Combination 3**

*To become a Professional Fashion Stylist - Women & Men*

- **Fashion Styling**
  - 3 weeks Women Fashion Styling
  - 1 week Men Fashion Styling

**Master Course Duration 1 Month**

**Combination 4**

*To become a Professional Fashion Stylist - for Fashion Shootings & Editorials*

- **Fashion Styling**
  - 3 weeks Women Fashion Styling
  - 1 week Fashion Shooting

**Master Course Duration 1 Month**
Women’s Fashion Styling

Body and face shapes, color theory, different styles… these are only a few things you will learn from this course. From personal styling to editorial styling, this course is perfect both for beginners or professional update.
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Men’s Wear Design

The program of the course is designed for image fashion consultants who not only want to learn the basic rules that everyone can find anywhere, but to live a real experience in the number one Men’s Fashion Country in the World such as Milan, see the Italian fashion trends that are continuously evolving. It is only possible if YOU live it.

DISCOVER MORE
Fashion Styling Shooting Module

This course will be more focused on editorial styling. You will learn how to work for a fashion magazine, website or blog. Researching new trends and creating contemporary looks. You will also have the chance to organize your own photo shooting, in a real studio with a photographer and a make up artist.

One Day Personal Styling

Are you coming to Milan for a few days and would love to learn more about personal styling? Here you will learn what suits you better based on your body and face shapes and also what color enhance your natural beauty.
Accommodation

Looking for a place to stay? Here all the available solutions!

MFC Students Apartment

Close to the metro station Rovereto, only a few stops from the school. One bedroom apartment with everything you need for your short stay in Milan. 4th floor with lift.

To check the availability
CLICK HERE

Looking for something different? Have a look HERE

How to enroll to one of our courses?
DOWNLOAD THE APPLICATION FORM HERE
APPLICATION FORM